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The oral Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitor baricitinib 
(Olumiant – Lilly) has been granted an FDA Emergency 
Use Authorization (EUA) for treatment of confi rmed or 
suspected COVID-19 in hospitalized patients ≥2 years 
old who require supplemental oxygen, mechanical 
ventilation, or extracorporeal membrane oxygenation 
(ECMO); the EUA requires that baricitinib be used 
in combination with the IV antiviral drug remdesivir 
(Veklury).1 Baricitinib has been available for treatment 
of rheumatoid arthritis since 2018.2 Remdesivir was 
recently approved by the FDA for treatment of COVID-19 
in hospitalized patients ≥12 years old who weigh ≥40 
kg; it is available under an EUA for treatment of other 
hospitalized patients.3

▶ An EUA for Baricitinib (Olumiant) 
for COVID-19

Pronunciation Key
Baricitinib: bar" i sye' ti nib               Olumiant: oh loo' mee ant

MECHANISM OF ACTION — JAK enzymes mediate 
signaling of proinflammatory cytokines, including 
interleukin-6. JAK inhibition by baricitinib may mitigate 
the response of these cytokines to SARS-CoV-2 and 
limit lung damage in patients with severe COVID-19. 
Baricitinib may also reduce the ability of the SARS-
CoV-2 virus to enter human host cells.4

CLINICAL STUDY — Issuance of the EUA was based 
primarily on the results of a randomized, double-blind 
trial (ACTT-2; summarized in the FDA fact sheet) in 
1033 hospitalized adults with confi rmed SARS-CoV-2 
infection and either radiographic infi ltrates, SpO2 ≤94% 
on room air, or a need for supplemental oxygen or 
mechanical ventilation. Patients received baricitinib
4 mg or placebo once daily for 14 days or until hospital 
discharge, in addition to IV remdesivir for up to 10 days.

Median time to recovery within 29 days after 
randomization, the primary endpoint, was shorter with 
baricitinib than with placebo (7 vs 8 days; p=0.03). 
Compared to those in the control group, patients 
taking baricitinib were also more likely to have an 
improvement in clinical status at day 15 (OR 1.3; 95% 
CI 1.0-1.6), and were less likely to meet the composite 

endpoint of death, progression to noninvasive or 
invasive mechanical ventilation, or (among those 
receiving oxygen or ventilation at baseline) worsening 
clinical status (OR 0.74; 95% CI 0.56-0.99). By day 29, 
5.1% of patients who received baricitinib and 7.8% of 
those who received placebo had died; this difference 
was not statistically signifi cant.5,6

ADVERSE EFFECTS — In ACTT-2, overall and serious 
adverse effects occurred less frequently in the baricitinib 
group than in the control group. Use of baricitinib for 
other indications has been associated with serious 
infections, thromboembolic events, hypersensitivity 
reactions, and hepatic enzyme elevations. In ACTT-2, 
there were more cases of venous thromboembolism 
and pulmonary embolism with baricitinib than with 
placebo (21 vs 16 and 5 vs 2, respectively); neither of 
these differences was statistically signifi cant.5

DRUG INTERACTIONS — Strong OAT3 inhibitors such 
as probenecid can increase baricitinib exposure; the 
dosage of baricitinib should be reduced in patients 
taking a strong OAT3 inhibitor concurrently. 

DOSAGE, ADMINISTRATION, AND COST — In the US, 
baricitinib is available in 1- and 2-mg tablets; the 
tablets can be taken orally or crushed and administered 
via gastrostomy or nasogastric tube. The authorized 
dosage for treatment of COVID-19 is 4 mg once daily 
in patients ≥9 years old and 2 mg once daily in children 

Table 1. Baricitinib Dosage Adjustments for COVID-19
 Patients ≥9 yrs old Patients 2-8 yrs old
Usual Dosage
 4 mg once/day 2 mg once/day
eGFR 30-<60 mL/min/1.73 m2

 2 mg once/day 1 mg once/day
eGFR 15-<30 mL/min/1.73 m2

 1 mg once/day Not recommended
eGFR <15 mL/min/1.73 m2

 Not recommended Not recommended
ALC <200 cells/mcL or ANC <500 cells/mcL
 Consider interruption Consider interruption
AST or ALT elevation and suspected liver injury
 Interrupt treatment Interrupt treatment
ALC = absolute lymphocyte count; ANC = absolute neutrophil count
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2-8 years old. Recommended dosage adjustments 
and interruptions for renal impairment and laboratory 
abnormalities are summarized in Table 1. The optimal 
duration of baricitinib treatment for COVID-19 is 
unknown, but the FDA recommends that the drug be 
taken for 14 days or until hospital discharge, whichever 
is fi rst.6 The cost for 14 days of treatment with 
baricitinib at the usual adult dosage is $2114.7

AVAILABILITY — A list of authorized distributors from 
which inpatient pharmacies can order baricitinib for 
use under the EUA is available at www.lillytrade.com.

CONCLUSION — The oral Janus kinase (JAK) 
inhibitor baricitinib (Olumiant), used in combination 
with the IV antiviral drug remdesivir (Veklury), 
reduced median time to recovery by one day in 
patients who were hospitalized for COVID-19 and 
had radiographic infi ltrates, SpO2 ≤94% on room air, 
or a need for supplemental oxygen or mechanical 
ventilation. Baricitinib increases the risk of venous 
thromboembolism and it is expensive.   ■■
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